
 
It may look bad but it’s one HOT Blaster! 
 
 
I’m going to be honest, this old smuggler gave me this “pistol” as a gift like it was second hand 
junk and by the looks of it i wasn’t impressed at all with it. I had my own favorite weapon but 
since we were being chased by some pretty bad people I had no choice but to use it….  
 
Once I pulled the trigger for the very first time I was shocked how accurate the gun was at close 
to mid range targets. It more than once got me out of a jam for sure. I even love the flash 
suppressor on the thing it worked like a charm and never gave away my position.  
 
The only downside i have is when i overcharged the weapon once or twice and  let me tell you 
ONLY do this when your life doesn’t depend on it at all! It does deliver a massive hit to the 
target but my god does the weapon get HOT! I had trouble holding it after my first charged shot 
and the accuracy definitely goes out the window too. So as I said use this mode only if your not 
in a life or death situation.  
 
Overall though I give the LPA NN-14 a 4 Star rating for its Flash suppressor, accuracy at close 
to mid range and it’s overall sturdy construction. It loses a star for it’s overcharged mode which 
makes the pistol to hot to handle! I do thank that smuggler for giving me this blaster and wish he 
was here for me to give him a big hug!  
 
 
 
 
WORST. SECURITY. EVER! 
 
I bought this droid since my employer was a stickler for security and he was always saying “If u 
hagwa find do good system mee'm koona tah feed u tah doe Rancor!” So I was very motivated 
to buy something and this looked like a great droid.  
 
OH the maker I was wrong! No only did it let in some sketchy droids, it didn’t even check them 
for weapons. Which knowing my boss this is a task since everyone comes in armed, but this 
thing didn’t even ask if they were carrying weapons and there were! 
 
If that wasn’t bad enough it just opens the door for a Jedi with no questions asked i mean like 
WTH! If it wasn’t for the fact my boss was enjoying toying with him I would have been rancor 
food for sure, but the boss just left on his pleasure yacht with his new prisoners.  
 
He was pissed though and I have to answer for this droid’s failures when he gets back so take it 
from me and this ZERO star rating! DO NOT BUY THIS DROID! 



 
 
 
It's Hotter than the hinges of Hell!! 
 
 
 
YEE HAW! NOW THIS IS A FLAMETHROWER!  
 
The D-93 or as I like to call it my portable barbecue shoots fiery cone of death for up to 75 
meters. The conflagrine-14 fuel is easy to come across it’s not propane but it does the job! As 
for the tanks themselves. They are very sturdy, but of course i would warn you to be careful. 
Puncturing your tanks in the middle of a fight turns ugly fast. I mean just ask my dear friend 
Jim-bob, well actually you can’t someone shot his tank and he went up faster than a knife fight 
in a phone booth! 
 
So yeah on  that note there is no quick release system on the backpack so that is one major 
flaw for this otherwise superb piece of equipment. It’s made well and it will do you well. So I 
can’t recommend this enough and I give it 4.5 out of 5 stars. Once they fix that quick release 
system i can’t see a reason why this wouldn't be a 5 star item! Go Buy it and Have some fun.  
 
 
PS btw I’d also buy some armor full of cyramech because once you start using this thing it gets 
hotter than two rabbits screwin’ in a wool sock! 
 


